Covius Now Licensed as Title Company in California
Denver— October 20, 2022—Covius Holdings, Inc., a leading provider of technology-enabled
solutions to the financial services industry, today announced the licensure of Covius Title Company
in California. With the addition of this entity in California, Covius is now licensed to provide
settlement services in 39 states as well as the District of Columbia.
Covius provides a range of title, escrow and closing services, including default title, to national
lenders as well as regional and smaller banks and credit unions. “The decision to invest in a
California license is part of our continued commitment to expand the national reach of Covius
products to support our clients,” said Joe Chappell, EVP of Operations for Covius.
Pete Pannes, Chief Business Officer at Covius, added, “The new license expands our title footprint
into the nation’s largest market and will enable us to write title for both origination and default clients
in all 58 California counties. It will also allow us to meet pent-up demand from credit union and bank
clients in California that have pivoted to home equity products.”
About Covius
Covius is a trusted provider of services, insight and technology to leading financial companies.
Covius’ technology-enabled solutions deliver operational efficiencies, mitigate risk and empower
compliant decisions and borrower interactions. Covius businesses are recognized leaders in loss
mitigation, document and data solutions, title and settlement services, compliance and critical
borrower communications, lien release tracking and preparation, HOA tracking, quality assurance,
REO asset management and auction services, credit reporting and verification, capital markets due
diligence and oversight, insurance policy analysis as well as rapid-development, customizable
cloud-based business process solutions. The company was named a 2022 HousingWire Tech100
winner. For more information about the company and its services, visit www.covius.com.
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